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Abstract. Rectified diffusion is a mechanism by which a strain wave can rapidly 
pump volatiles into a bubble and therefore increase the pressure in a closed syste~. 
The dynamic strain of either distant regional tectonic earthquakes or local volcanic 
tremor can be translated to static strain inside a magma chamber via this pro·cess. 
We formulate a theory appropriate to the conditions of a magma chamber and. 
calculate the increased pressure using realistic physical parameters. For a basaltic 
system initially at 130 MPa pressure, the excess pressure from rectified diffusi~n is 
between 0.4 and 4 MPa for a regional M~S earthquake. The pressure from rectified 
diffusion is often significantly above the static stress caused by d~formation f~r 
documented cases of triggered eruptions and thus presents a more viable mechanism 
for triggering. Prolonged tremor can have a similar effect since the total pressure 
added increases linearly with the duration of the excitation. 

1. Introduction 

Earthquakes are often used empirically to forecast 
volcanic eruptions. However, the precise relationship 
between seismicity and magmatic activity remains enig
matic. In some cases, e.g., swarms, earthquakes are 
taken to be indicative of magma movement and there
fore symptomatic of volcanic unrest. In other cases the 
relationship is apparently causal. There are a few doc
umented cases of distant regional earthquakes trigger
ing eruptions. In 1835, Darwin observed four volca
noes erupting after a large earthquake (M=8.5) on the 
Chilean coast [Darwin, 1896]. Newhall and Drurisin 
[1988] document 50 cases of large regional earthquakes 
followed by caldera unrest. The only historical erup
tions of both the Tao-Rusyr caldera and the Karpinsky 
group volcanoes occurred within days of a M =8.3 earth
quake [Kimura, 1978]. In this study we limit ourselves 
to 11 of the best documented eruptions immediately 
£allowing distant regional earthquakes. The eruptions 
we consider, shown in Figure 1, were triggered by large 
tectonic events over 100 km away. Previous work has 
attempted to explain triggered eruptions by computing 
the static stress change from elastic deformation [Ya
mCJ.Shina and Nakamura, 1978; Barrientos, 1994). The 
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stress change thus computed can be as low as 100 Pa 
in some cases. These stresses are comparable to tidal 
stresses and therefore it is difficult to justify triggering 
a volcanic eruption .. We present an alternative mech
anism to relate large, distant regional earthquakes to 
eruptions. 

A candidate mechanism would likely use the dynamic 
strain from distant regional earthquakes, of the order of 
10-5 , to trigger activity. One such mechanism is recti
fied diffusion of dissolved vapor into preexisting bubbles 
in a magma body. Such bubbles exist in many natural 
systems as documented from melt inclusions [Lowen
stem, 1995}, volatile contents that exceed saturation at 
moderate depths [Johnson et al. 1 1994], and evidence 
of coexisting gas phases in magma chambers [Lambert 
et al., 1985]. When subjected to seismic waves, these 
bubbles expand and contract. Assuming the bubbles 
are originally near equilibrium with the vapor dissolved 
in the melt, when the bubbles contract, the vapor is 
oversaturated inside the bubble and diffuses out to the 
melt (See Figure 2). When the bubbles expand, the 
vapor is undersaturated inside and diffuses in from the 
melt. Since the surface area of the expanded bubble is 
larger than the contracted one, the mass transfer pro
cess is not symmetric. There is a net flow of vapor into 
the bubble, and if bubble growth is limited by the to
tal compressibility of the system, a pressure increase 
results. In addition, the diffusive.layer is thicker during 
the contracting phase, resulting in a reduced concen-
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Figure 1. Location of volcanoes and earthquakes studied in this paper. The regions mapped are 
(a) Kamchatka, (b) the Caribbean, (c) the Southwest Pacific and (d) Chile. Triangles represent 
volcanoes and stars represent earthquakes. The numbers correspond to the following eruptions 
detailed in Table 2: 1, 1835 Robinson Crusoe; 2, 1835 Minchinmavida; 3, 1835 Cerro Yanteles; 
4, 1835 Peteroa; 5, 1843 Liamuiga;, 6, 1843 unnamed; 7, 1877 Llullaillaco; 8, 1950 Ambrym; 9, 
1952 Karpinsky group; 10, 1952 Tao-Rusyr caldera; 11, 1960 Puyahe. 

tration gradient and slower inass transport than that 
during the expanded phase. This "shell effect,, [Eller 
and Flynn, 19651 results in a further net mass flux into 
the bubble. Since the pressures in the bubble and the 
magma are the same except for a small surface tension 
term, an increase in the pressure inside a bubble trans
lates to an increase in pressure in the entire fluid sys
tem. Bubble growth via rectified diffusion in constant 
pressure systems has been demonstrated by a number 
of experiments [e.g.,Eller (1969} and it is used in indus
trial applications such as ultrasonic cleaning. However, 
the increase in pressure in systems where expansion is 
restricted is a new feature of the formulations of Sturte
vant et al. [1996] and this paper. Once the pressure in
crease occurs, a variety of mechanisms, including failure 
of the chamber, may ultimately result in an eruption. 

The limitations and assumptions of rectified diffu
sion as a pressure-increasing mechanism in natural mag-

matic systems are explored in sections 2-8. We present a 
model of rectified diffusion in magmatic systems which 
is closely related to the theory of Sturtevant et al. [1996J 
for geothermal systems in sections 2-3. We then specify 
the necessary constraints on the system and numerically 
estimate the magnitude of the effect in sections 4-7. The 
computed stresses are compared to static stress changes 
in an elastic halfspace in section 7 and we discuss the 
implications for documented triggering cases. 

2. Model Overview 

We derive an expression for the increase of pressure 
produced by a seismic wave passing through a bubbly 
magma chamber by beginning with an equation of state 
for the volatiles in the bubble. The strategy of this pa-

. per is to use this equation of state to write an equation 
for the evolution of pressure in the bubble (and hence 
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Figure 2. Cartoon of rectified diffusion. As the sys
tem is excited by a. seismic wave, a bubble that is {a) 
initially in equilibrium is (b) expanded and then {c) 
compressed. The shading inside the bubble represents 
the volatile concentration. During the expansion phase 
(Figure 2b) the concentration is lower inside the bub
ble, and hence volatiles diffuse into the bubble as shown 
by the arrows. During the compression phase (Fig
ure 2c) volatiles diffuse out of the bubble that has a 
higher concentration inside. The dashed outer circles 
represent a shell of constant volume. During expansion 
the shell is thinner, thus resulting in a faster diffusive 
fiux than when the shell thickens during compression 
[Leighton, 1994). The diffusive layer surrounding the 
bubble should be less than the radius of the bubble in 
order to be in strict accordance with the formulation 
of Hsieh and Plesset [1961). In this paper the depleted 
layer is approximately the same size as the bubble, but 
this has only a minor effect. 

the system) in terms of the evolution of the volume of 
the bubble and the mass inside the bubble. The mass 
inside the bubble ca.n then be constrained by the recti
fied diff'usfon mass flux of Hsieh and Plesset [1961], and 
the volume of the bubble can be determined by con
sidering the balance in volume changes over the entire 
magma-volatile system. The result is a rate of pressure 
increase as a function of the physical para.meters of the 
system. 

3. Theory of Rectified Diffusion in 
Magmatic Systems 

For the high pressures and temperatures of a mag
matic system, the modified Redlich-K worig(MRK) equa
tion of state is appropriate for the volatiles [Holloway, 
1977], 

RT a 
p = v - b - (v2 + bv)Tl/2 

where P is pressure, T is temperature, V is volume of 
a bubble, n is number of moles, R is the ideal g~ con
stant, vis the molar volume (= V/n), a is an empirical 
function of temperature, and b is an empirical constant. 
We differentiate (1) with respect to time a.n~ arrive at 
an expression for the rate of pressure change P in terms 
of V and it, 

. nV-nV[-R:I' a(2v+b)] 
p = n2 (v - b}2 + (v2 + bv)2T1/2 · (2) 

We must evaluate n and V in order to derive P as a 
function of the state of the system. 

We hypothesize that the method for increasing the 
mass inside the bubbles is rectified diffusion. Note that 
it = in/Mv where Mf) is the molecular weight of the 
volatile and in is the rate of mass addition by recti
fied diffusion. Hsieh and Plesset [1961) combine the 
contributions of each half cycle of an oscillating bubble 
(Figure 2) to derive the mass Bux of rectified diffusion 
as 

(3) 

where D is the diffusivity, C, is the saturated volatile 
concentration at the mean ambient pressure in the 
magma far from the bubble, 6 is the amplitude of the 
dynamic strain wave, and ro is the bubble radius. In the 
natural system, o is the amplitude of the seismic waves 
in the magmatic body since most of the compression of 
the magma-volatile solution occurs in the bubbles. 

In order to evaluate the rate of volume change of an 
individual bubble, V, one must look at the conservation 
of volume of the whole system, Vs, 

Vs =VM+NV. (4) 

VM is the volume of the magma, and N is the num
ber of bubbles in the system. Vs can be nonzero owing 
to two distinct processes: (1) leakage of fluid (magma 
or volatiles) out of the system and (2) deformation of 
the magma chamber walls. The importance of the first 
process can be calculated by assuming that fluid perco
lates out of the chamber following Darcy's law of flow 
through porous media. The ratio of elapsed time since 
the exciting earthquake divided by a characteristic time 
for percolation provides a measure of the importance of 
such leakage. This nondimensional number is 

4P(k/µ)t/L2
, (5) 

where k is permeability, µ is viscosity, L is a character
istic length of the magma body and t is time. Typical 
values of k are of the order of a millidarcy (10-16 m2), 
and L is assumed to be at least 100 m. H the leak
ing fluid is magma, the ratio is never above io-6 for 
the results presented here. Even the leakage of steam, 
which has a much lower viscosity, would not affect the 
pressure until after ,..., 100 days. During the earthquake, 

RT a 
= V/n -b - [(V/n)2 +bV/n)Tl/2' 

(l) percolation is negligible and is not relevant to the mass 
balance in (4). 
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The second process, deformation of the walls, can 
be evaluated by assuming that the chamber walls are 
compressed elastically by the increasing pressure in the 
system. Simplifying the geometry to a sphere, 

Urr P 
y=4a· (6) 

Urr is the radial displacement, L is the radius of the 
magma chamber, and G is the shear modulus of the 
country rock [McTigue, 1987]. Therefore the elastic 
contribution to the change in Vs is 

. 7rL3 . 
Vs= 0 P. (7) 

With increasing pressure, the magma will also compress 
elastically, and the magma volume change will be 

(8) 

where /3 is the isothermal compressibility of the magma 
1/V (8V/8Ph. 

Combining (2),(4), (7) and (8), 

p (1- Vs[~-b -,8(1 - ¢)]A) = -Vn A, 
Nn n 2 ( 9) 

where 
A= -RT + a(2v + b) (lO) 

(v - b)2 (v2 + bv)2Tl/2 

and the porosity t/> is defined by 

If the term 

¢=NV. 
Vs 

_ Vs[i-b - ,8(1 - t/>)] A 
Nn 

(11) 

(12} 

is much less than 1, the volume change of the bubbles 
will be negligible. This criterion can be rewritten in 
terms of porosity ¢ as 

vA(~l - ,B) 
¢ » rPth = 1 ~ ~A,8 , (13) 

where <Pth is the threshold porosity. Equation (13) ex
plains why a single small bubble does not increase the 
pressure in a chamber. If there are too few bubbles, 
the compressibility of the magma and the surrounding 
rock allows the bubbles to change in size and the re
sulting pressure change is small. The exact values of 
the parameters in Equation (13) depend on the chem
istry of the volatiles and the ambient pressure. The 
elastic moduli -(3 and l/G are ...... 10-10 Pa-1 • Typi
cal values for. the molar volume v and the constant A 
are 0.1 m3 mo1-1 and -2 x 102 MPa, respectively. For 
water bubbles at 1.3 x 102 MPa pressure (lithostatic 
pressure at a depth of 5 km)t ef>th is 0.026. For C02 
at the same conditions, </>th is 0.037. Temperature and 
composition dependence in both cases is fairly weak. 

Since we have already assumed the existence of bub
bles, exceeding these small thresholds· is not a difficult 
additional constraint. For the remainder of this work 
we will assume that the porosity </> exceeds the threshold 
porosity ef>th· 

If the porosity of the system satisfies (13} then (9} 
simplifies to 

. -n (-RT a(2v+b) ] 
p = -;;-v (v - b)2 + (v2 + bv)21'1/2 . (14) 

We linearize (14) by assuming that departures from the 
initial state are small, v = v0 and n = n0 • Assuming a 
spherical bubble, the initial number of moles n 0 is given 
by 

47rrgp 
no= 3Mv' 

where pis the initial density in the bubble. 
Substituting (3) and (15) into (14), 

(15) 

P. -18DG,&2 
[ -RT a(2vo + b) ] 

= Vo + · r~p (vo - b)2 (v3 + bv0) 2T 1/ 2 

(16) 
P can be easily calculated from (16) for any P, T con
dition. Note that if a and b were zero, the equation 
of state would reduce to the ideal gas law, and (16) 
would become equation (15) of Sturtevant et al. [1996]. 
The right-hand side of (16) is constant, and therefore 
the final pressure attained depends linearly on the du
ration of ground motion. The appropriate values of a 
and b are provided by Holloway [1977]. The diffusiv
ity D and the concentration G, can be estimated from 
laboratory data as a function of pressure and tempera-. 
ture for a given magma-volatile chemistry (see Table 1). 
The final pressure depends on the squares of the bubble 
radius ro and dynamic strain o. Both parameters must 
be constrained by observations of natural systems. 

4. Volatile Concentration 

Hsieh and Plesset [1961] derived equation ( 3) for the 
mass flux assuming that the solution was saturated. For 
solutions that are supersaturated or subsaturated the 
flux due to ordinary diffusion must be superposed on 
the rectified diffusion flux. In a bubbly system with re
stricted volume changes, the pressure will rise as long 
as the total mass flux is positive into the bubble even if 
the ordinary diffusive mass fiux is outward, i.e., the so
lution is subsaturated. The threshold for a pressure rise 
can be derived by setting the mass flux due to ordinary 
diffusion equal to the rectified diffusion mass flux. The 
ordinary diffusive mass ftux is approximately [Stras
berg, 1961] 

where Goo is the volatile concentration in the fluid far 
from the bubble, Po is the ambient pressure, and <T is 
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Table 1. Calibration Data for Solubility and Diffusivity Calculations 

Variables 

Value a and b for C02 in MRK 
Value a and b for H20 in MRK 
Solubility C02 in basalt · 
Solubility H20 in basalt 
Solubility H20 in rhyolite 
Diffusivity C02 in basalt 
Diffusivity H2 0 in basalt 
Diffusivity H20 in rhyolite 

References 

Holloway [1977] 
Holloway (1977] 

Dizon (1992] and Pan et al. [1991] 
Dizon [1995] 

Silver et al. [1990] 
Blank [1993] 

Zhang and Stolper [1991] 
Zhang et al. [1991} 

•No pressure dependence is modeled for diffusivity. 

Pressure Range, 
GPa. 
0.1-1 

0.01-1 ; 0-0.1 
< 0.1 ; 1.0, 1.5 

0.018-0.8 
< 0.15 

Q,05-0.1054 

1.0G 
0.00014 

Temperature Range, oc 
100-1000 

20-1000 j 0-1300 
1200 ; 1300-1600 

1100-1200 
850 

350-1050b 
1300-1500 
400-850 

bThese experiments were for granitic composition but pass close to the one basalt point of Zhang and Stolper 
[1991] as noted by Watson [1994]. 

the surface tension. Therefore the total mass flux into 
the bubble from both ordinary and rectified diffusion is 

4rrDr0 [c00 - C.(1 + r:;
0 

)] + 241rDC8ro82 (18) 

and this expression must be positive for the pressure to 
grow. Rewriting this statement as a threshold in terms 
of concentration produces 

Coo> (1+ ~)-652. 
C, roPo 

(19} 

Since 5 for the dynamic strains considered here is ,.., 10-5, 

the last term is negligible and the fluid must be super
saturated in volatiles. Moreover, as the pressure rises, 
the solubility of the volatiles also rises; that is, C. rises 
over time (see Figure 3.) The relative saturation C00 /C, 
decreases, and if it drops below the threshold in (19), 
the ordinary diffusive flux out of the bubble will be 
greater than the rectified diffusion flux into the bub-

C.,., 

c: 
0 

~ c: 
Q) 
u 
c: 
8 

Time 

ble. The pressure increase will stop. For C02-magma 
systems it is appropriate to asswµe that C, is linearly 
proportional to pressure P. We define the initial super
saturation x by . 

C00 = (1 + x)C~. (20) 

Since the initial saturation concentration C2 is propor
tional to the initial pressure Po and the final C, is pro
portional to the final pressure !l.P + P0 , the left-hand 
side of (19} can be written as 

Coo (1 + x)Po 
C, = Po + !l.P . 

(21) 

The maximum possible pressure rise !l.P is therefore 
governed by (19}: 

( 
l+x ) l:::.P < Po -1 + 2 ( 2.,. ) • 

-6d' + l+-roPo 
(22) 

Figure 3. Schematic of the change in solubility with pressure. The solid sinusoid represents the 
concentration at the bubble wall. The dashed horizontal line indicates the far-field concentration 
Coo, and the dotted curve is the saturation concentration o., which increases as the pressure 
increases. When C, becomes greater than C00 by ,.....6cf2 at the time indicated by the arrow, the 
solution becomes subsaturated and rectified diffusion ceases. 
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If the system is supersaturated so that 

20' 
1 » x » ----0- - 652

' ro.ro 

then (22) can be approximated by 

~p < xPo. 

{23) 

{24) 

Equation (24 is appropriate for C02 in magmatic sys
tems, but the concentration at saturation C8 of water in 
magmas at low pressures is not linear in pressure. For 
water dissolved in silicate melts C8 is better approxi
mated as proportional to P 112 [Silver et al, 1990]. The 
maximum pressure increase for a given initial supersat
uration is therefore slightly higher for water in magma 
and bounded by 

dP < Po [-1 + ( _602 : ~: ~) )'] · {25) 

Using the same approximation as before, (25) to first 
order in xis 

~p < 2xPo. (26) 

!:l.P is limited in both cases by the initial supersatu
ration. A 13 supersaturated solution can support ap
proximately a 13 increase in pressure in a C02 system 
or a 23 increase in an H20 system. 

Given the necessity of supersaturation and hence a 
positive mass flux into the bubble before excitation, 
one might ask what effect the small increase in mass 
flux from rectified diffusion would have? Would not 
the pressure already be rising from diffusive growth in 
the supersaturated solution? Since the rectified diffu
sion mass flux is much smaller than the ordinary mass 
flux, why is it not negligible? To answer these ques
tions, we postulate a quasi-steady state prior to the 
exciting earthquake. The magmatic system slowly be
came supersaturated during cooling and crystallization 
of the melt. On the same, slow timescale, volatile es
cape occurs as bubbles leave the supersaturated area or 
as gas percolates away. When an earthquake occurs, 
a small, uncompensated increase in mass flux occurs. 
Even though the rectified diffusion mass flux increase 
is much smaller than the total mass flux into the bub
bles, the rapid excitation prevents the development of 
a compensating loss of volatiles. The pressure rises. 

We have not modeled the initial supersaturated sys
tem in detail, but we can propose a scenario in which the 
necessary conditions would exist. In a highly heteroge
neous magma body undergoing vigorous convection as 
first suggested by Shaw [1965], there will be some re
gions that are crystallizing and others that are resorb
ing mineral phases into the melt at any given time. As 
the system nears eruption, crystallizing regions that are 
undergoing second boiling and bubble growth should be 
common. During the preparatory stages of an eruption 
there may always be some region of the magma body 

that has recently become supersaturated and thus has 
small bubbles present. These regions would be the rele
vant areas for rectified diffusion to occur. This scenario 
highlights a few of the important requirements for trig
gering an eruption by dynamic strain. Rectified dif
fusion is a triggering mechanism. The magma-volatile 
system must already be present and exsolving gases. 
The volcanoes studied in this paper would have likely 
erupted eventually. The regional earthquakes merely 
accelerated the process. Also, the entire magma body 
need not be filled with small bubbles in order for recti
fied diffusion to occur. As long as a region has enough 
bubbles to meet the porosity constraint in (13) when 
normalized by the total volume of the magma body, 
then rectified diffusion will be an effective pressure
raising mechanism. 

5. Physical Constraints 

The rate of pressure increase is very sensitive to the 
bubble radius. In a multiple bubble system an effective 
radius for the entire system can be calculated. The total 
volume change of all the bubbles present is equal to the 
volume change of N bubbles of an effective radius reft' 

[Sturtevant et al., 1996]. In terms of average radius r 
and average cubed radius r 3 , the effective radius is 

(27) 

Direct observation of the average bubble size in a magma 
chamber is impossible. It might be expected that one 
could learn about bubble sizes from natural volcanic 
samples. However, the rapid decompression during 
eruptions dominates the observed bubble size distribu
tion, and no easily discernible information about the · 
in situ magma chamber bubble sizes is retained in the 
rocks [Cashman and Mangan, 1994). Hurwitz and 
Navan [1994) observed average bubble sizes as small as 
5 x 10-6 min laboratory nucleation experiments, and 
Davis and !hinger [1996) observed 10-6 m bubbles in 
similar work. The critical radius for the most supersat
urated solution considered in this study is 7 x 10-8 m. 
The critical radius places an extreme lower bound on 
the bubble radius and the experimental work gives an 
expected order of magnitude. We choose to model the 
effective bubble radius reft' as 10-6 m. If future research 
shows another bubble size to be more appropriate, these 
results can be modified in accordance with (16). The to
tal pressure accumulated during shaking is proportional 
to the inverse squared of the effective bubble radius. 

The use of such small bubbles may raise the concern 
that surface tension effects are important. However, as 
shown by the formulation of Crum and Hansen (1982), 
surface tension only affects the mass flux if the Laplace 
pressure 20' Jr is of the same order as or greater than 
the ambient pressure P0 • For 10-6 m volatile bubbles 
in magmas, the Laplace pressure is of the order of 0.1 
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MPa, and Po is of the order of 100 MPa. Therefore 
surface tension is negligible. 

The rate of pressure increase is also very sensitive 
to the amplitude of the dynamic strain wave, o, at 
the location of the bubbles. Conventional estimates of 
the dynamic strain ·from regional earthquakes are for 
the measured hard-rock shear wave amplitudes Ohr and 
therefore· are not the relevant 6 in the bubbly magma 
body. Calculating o from dhr inevitably involves large 
uncertainties; we estimate that 6 = 10 Ohr by proposing 
the following scenario: (1) When shear waves enter a 
very heterogeneous magma chamber, mode conversion 
occurs and shear strain is converted to volumetric stain. 
This process results in some loss of energy but appears 
to be reasonably efficient since Love waves (transversely 
polarized shear waves) have been observed with water
well seismographs which are only sensitive to volumet
ric strain [ Carragan et al., 1964]. (2) As the waves 
enter a bubbly magma body, amplification occurs. The 
amplitude of the wave is increased due to conservation 
of energy. In addition, a complex series of reflections 
cause the structure to reverberate. The amplification 
can be roughly estimated by examining the model sys
tem of a soft layer between two half-spaces. The Fourier 
transform of the waveform X(w) is the product of the 
incident spectrum I(w) and the response function G(w), 

X(w) = G(w) x I(w). (28) 

In a magma la.yer of width L between two hard-rock 
half-spaces, G ( w) for a point at a distance :z: into the 
magma chamber is 

G(w) = Vhr 1 + ~ 
v; -21"'__J<_ mag 1 - R2e v.., •• 

. e Vmag - Re Vm .. e m•s ( 
-ie11_.__ -2iw__M_ i"'v!=;) (29) 

where R is the reflection coefficient 

R = PhrVhr - PmagVmag. 

PhrVhr + PmagVmag . 
(30} 

Phr and Vhr are the hard-rock density and P wave ve
locity; Pmag and Vmag are the magmatic density and P 
wave velocity. Laboratory experiments show that melts 
typically have densities ....,53 less than their solid coun
terparts, and the P wave velocities of melts are ,...,503 
less [Murase and McBimey, 1973]. A bubbly magma 
will have an even lower seismic velocity since the volatile 
phase is highly compressible [Kieffer, 1977]. A conser
vative estimate of the strain amplification is therefore 
provided by using the above laboratory values in (29). 
The strain entering a magma body ""1 km wide is am
plified by at least a factor of 20. Since some energy 
of the wave is undoubtedly lost in mode conversion, a 
conservatively low value for the total amplification 6 /Ohr 
is 10. This estimate of the amplification factor is cer
tainly approximate, and a range of 10-15 is studied in 

the model systems of this paper in order to demonstrate 
the sensitivity of the calculations. 

An estimate of Ohr for the historical events can be 
made by scaling observations of a well-documented earth
quake. The hard-rock amplitude of seismic waves is as
sumed to be the same as that observed at well-placed 
seismometers. For the regional earthquakes discussed 
here we used the strong motion records of the 1985 
M=8.1 Michoacan, Mexico earthquake and the scal
ing proposed by Houston and Kanamori [1990]. This 
earthquake provides a good analog for the large thrust 
events that commonly trigger arc volcanoes. The po
sitions of the stations in Michoacan in relation to the 
fault rupture are similar to the positions of volcanoes 
along an arc. For very large earthquakes the amplitude 
of high-frequency waves depends primarily on distance, 
not magnitude. Since all the earthquakes considered· in 
this work are of sufficient magnitude, it is reasonable to 
use the scaling 

(31) 

where Ohr and OM are the strain amplitudes in the earth
quake of interest and the Michoacan earthquake, re
spectively. The distances from the hypocenter to the 
site being considered are r and r M. The exponent p is 
a scaling factor which is 0.43 - 0.8 depending on fre
quency [Houston and Kanamori, 1990]. Note that the 
distance from the volcano to the rupture zone may be 
considerably less than the distance to the epicenter for 
large events since M= 8 earthquakes break over 100 km 
of fault. The scaling of Houston and Kanamori [1990] 
is designed to still be valid in these cases. We used r M 

= 35 km and OM = 4.27 x 10-5 , which is the highest 
amplitude of any wave on this record. Since the pres
sure increase goes as 62 , it is only necessary to account 
for the largest amplitude waves affecting the magmatic 
system. The dynamic strain Ohr is typically of the order 
of 10-5 for the parameters considered here. 

For large earthquakes the duration of the excitation, 
llt, scales as the rupture duration £/V, where C is the 
fault length and V is the rupture velocity. £is ....,1000 
km for the Mw = 9.5 1960 Chilean earthquake. The 
largest amplitude waves are observed for about one half 
the rupture duration on the Michoacan records. Using 
the conventional seismic scaling relation Mw oc. 2 log C, 
we approximate the duration in seconds, 

llt = ! (lo Mw;v.~ 1000) (32) 
2 2.9 ., 

where the rupture velocity is assumed to be 2.9 km s-1 • 

6. Model Systems 

Equation (16) was evaluated for model systems de
fined by a volatile (carbon dioxide or water) in an end
member magma (basalt or rhyolite.) The effects of tern-
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of pressure increase 6.P in model systems via rectified 
diffusion. The dynamic strain measures 10-5 at the surface and lasts 30 s. The magma chamber 
is at 1.3 x 102 MPa (lithostatic pressure at 5 km depth). For each model system, two curves are 
plotted to show a range of amplification factors (6/8hr) of 10-15. 

perature and pressure are incorporated into the solubil
ity and diffusivity estimates from laboratory data (see 
Table 1.) A range of values are considered, and the sen
sitivity of the results is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

pendence is shown in Figure 5. Figures 4 and 5 demon
strate the relative efficacy of different magma-volatile 
systems. Since the diffusivity of volatiles in basalt is 
much higher than that in rhyolite at natural temper
atures, rectified diffusion is more effective in basaltic 
systems. For a basaltic system with water bubbles ini-

The temperature dependence of the pressure increase 
from rectified diffusion is shown in Figure 4; pressure de-

.. ----~ 

10° 

----.... --- ------ -~----.. -- -

10"" 

10 ... 
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10-' '--___ ,__ ___ ,__ ___ ..____ ___ .._ ___ _._ __ ___. 
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Figure 5. Pressure dependence of pressure increase A.P in model systems via rectified diffusion. 
The basalt is modeled at 1450 K and the rhyolite is modeled at 1200 K. The excitation and 
ranges of amplification are the same as those in Figure 4. 
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tially at 130 MPa pressure, the excess pressure from 
rectified diffusion is between 0.4 and 4 MPa. Figures 4 
and 5 show that when 002 is the dominant volatile 
in basaltic systems, the effect of rectified diffusion is 
very small. This difference arises because C02 is much 
less soluble in magmas than H20; that is, c. is lower. 
Since the diffusivity of C02 in rhyolite is even lower 
than that of C02 in basalt [Watson, 1994] and the 
solubility is ...... 303 lower in rhyolite [Blank, 1993], the 
pressure increase will be even smaller than in the C02-
basalt system. Therefore the C02-rhyolite system is not 
considered further in this work. 

7. Historical Cases 
Once a pressure increase occurs, a number of pro

cesses can eventually lead to dike propagation and a 
volcanic eruption. The nature of these mechanisms is 
uncertain and therefore the appropriate threshold for 
triggering an eruption is currently unknown. The goal 
of the present work is to show that rectified diffusion 
creates a much larger stress increase than the next most 
viable triggering mechanism. After the magma body is 
pressurized, the eruption can occur at any time. Since 
the magma-volatile solution is saturated or supersatu
rated at the end of the rectified diffusion process, the 
system can retain its pressure indefinitely. The pres
sure will be released either when an eruption occurs or 
when some other process such as percolation of gases 
continues for sufficient time (see equation (5)). 

A number of instances of large tectonic events trigger
ing volcanic eruptions have been documented. Demon
strating triggering is at best a subjective process. Oc
casionally, there is a particularly spectacular example 
such as the 1835 M = 8.5 Chile earthquake. Immedi
ately after the earthquake, four eruptions began simul-

Table 2. Documented Triggered Eruptions 

Event Volcano Year 
Number 
1 Robinson Crusoe4 1835 
2 l\.iinchilllllavida0 1835 
3 Cerro ~anteles0 1835 
4 Peteroa4 1835 
5 Liamuiga" 1843 
6 Unnamed"(15.97° N, 61.43° W) 1843 
7 Llullaillacoc 1877 
8 Ambrym" 1950 
9 Karpinsky group" 1952 
10 Tao-Rusyr Caldera" 1952 
11 Puyahe 1960 

taneously. More often, the relationship is less clear. For 
this study, only eruptions occurring within 10 days of 
a large regional earthquake greater than 100 km from 
the volcano are considered; Table 2 lists some of the 
best-documented cases, and Table 3 shows the relevant 
modeling parameters. Locations are mapped in Fig
ure 1. · 

Most of the earthquake-volcano systems can be ap
proximated by one of the model cases shown in Fig
ures 4 and 5. Where such an approximation was not 
possible, such as for the andesitic systems where no lab
oratory data are available, no further calculation was 
attempted. The calculated increase in pressure for all 
cases is less than 73. Therefore the systems require at 
most 43 supersaturation in the bubbly region of the 
magma body in order to maintain rectified diffusion 
throughout the duration of shaking 6.t in accordance 
with (25). 

A crude estimate of .the static stress is computed for 
comparison using a double-couple point source model 
for an earthquake, 

M 
Ustatic = -4 3 1 

Trr 
{33) 

where r is the distance from the volcano to the hypocen
ter and Mis the seismic moment. Equation {33} is the 
stress in the direction of maximum amplitude and so is 
an upper bound on static stress change. Therefore the 
comparison with rectifi~d diffusion presented in Figure 6 
is conservative. 

Figure 6 shows that in most triggering cases the pres
sure increase by rectified diffusion exceeds the static 
stress by factors of 100 or more. Certain eruptions seem 
more likely to have been triggered by such a mechanism 
than do others. For instance, the triggered phreatic 
activity at the maiic volcano Liamuiga is an excellent 

Distance, Delay, VEI Earthquake SGVN 
km days Magnitude 
635 0 1? 8.5 1506-02= 
664 0 2 8.5 1508-04= 
733 0 2 8.5 1508-051 
283 ? 2 8.5 1507-04= 
116 0 ? 8.2 1600-03= 
101 9 ? 8.2 1600-07= 
510 ? 2 8.5 1505-11= 
237 2 4 8.1 0507-04= 
404 1 1 8.3 0900-35= 
501 8 3 8.3 0900-31= 
226 2 3 9.5 l\.i,. 1507-141 

Earthquake magnitudes are M, except where otherwise indicated and are estimated from intensities for 
preinstrumental events. The event numbers correspond to Figures 1 and 6. Distances are from epicenter to 
volcano. The delay is the time between the earthquake and the eruptive event. The volcanic explosivity index 
(VEI) and catalog number from the Smithsonia.n Global Volcanism Network (SGVN) are included for reference. 

a Dan.uin (1896). 
h Rob1on and Towblin [1966]. 
c Casertano [1963). 
d Newhall fJ Dzuriain [1988]. 
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Table 3. Calculated Values for Triggered Eruptions 

Event 
Number Volcano 51 x 105 52x 105 ~t Petrology Model 

1 Robinson Crusoe 1.2 0.42 55 basalta,h b 
2 Minchinmavida 1.2 0.41 55 basalt"•c b 
3 Cerro Yanteles 1.2 0.37 55 basalta,d · b 
4 . Peteroa 1.7 0.80 55 mafic andesitea,• b 
5 Liamuiga 2.6 1.6 49 basalt and andesite', phreatic b 
6 Unnamed 2.7 1.8 49 geyser? 
7 Liullaillaco 1.3 ' 0.50 55 dacite9 r 
8 Ambrym 1.9 0.92 35 basal th b 
9 Karpinsky group 1.5 0,60 44 andesitei 
10 Tao-Rusyr Caldera 1.4 0.5 44 andesitei 
11 Puyahe (Cordon Calle) 1.9 0.96 173 r hyolite/rhyodacite r 

The strains '51 a.nd ih are upper and lower limits on dynamic strain outside the magma body. b.t is the 
duration of the strong shaking in seconds. Petrology is the type of observed eruptive products. Model indicates 
the simplified system used for the case - either basalt (b) or rhyolite {r). 

&The products were extrapolated from the general trends for the volcano. 
bCa.sertano (1962). 
c Caserta.no (1963). 
dFuenzlida and Etchart [1974] . 
8 Tormey et al. (1989]. 
f Robson and Towblin (1966]. 
gDeSilva and Francis (1991]. 
h McCall et al. [1970]. 
1 Mooser et al. [1958]. 
iNewhall and Dzurisin [1988). 

candidate. The one case for which rectified diffusion 
is not significant in Figure 6 is the eruption of Puyahe 
triggered by the 1960 Mw := 9.5 Chile earthquake. In 
the case of this extremely large earthquake the volcano 
was effectively in the near field and it is likely that the 
direct deformation effects are important [Bamentos, 
1994]. Note that these first-order calculations only ac
count for the rectified diffusion caused by the largest 
amplitude wave. Smaller amplitude, longer duration 
waves ma.y have significant effects as well. 

8. Volcanic Tremor 
Volcanic tremor may have an effect on magma cham

bers similar to that of distant regional earthquakes. Al
though the dynamic strains for tremor are much smaller 
than in tectonic events, the durations are longer. The 
dynamic strain can be estimated from the normalized 
displacements reported in the database of McNutt and 
Garces (1996]. Since the tremor source and the excited 
chamber are probably close to each other, we use an 

_estimate of the dynamic strain 100 m from the source. 
Most of the examples in the database have a dynamic 
strain of the order of 10-11 - 10-1. The higher end of 
the range is observed during eruptions. 
· Given that the dynamic strain of tremor is 2 - 6 or
ders of magnitude smaller than that reported in tec
tonic earthquakes, the duration of such events must be 
4 - 12 orders of magnitude longer in order to have · a 

comparable effect, i.e., Lit = 3.5 days - 106 yr. Recti
fied diffusion is not an important process for very small 
amplitude tremor. Larger amplitude tremor has been 
known to continue intermittently for days and . in this 
context may.be significant. When the above analysis is 
applicable, it would imply that rather than being only 
sympt9matic, tremor can cause activity. Most proposed 
causes' of tremor are based on the movement of either 
geothermal or magmatic ftuids. One can therefore spec
ulate that a positive feedback mechanism between seis
micity and volcanism is in effect once tremor begins. 

9. Conclusions 

The above calculations indicate that rectified diffu
sion is a viable mechanism for explaining distant seismic 
triggering of volcanic eruptions. It must be remembered 
that these estimates of accumulated stress are based 
on simple, model systems. Effects such as rupture di
rectivity and multicomponent volatile species have not 
been included. The inherent uncertainties in estimating 
physical parameters like bubble size and the dynamic 
strain amplitude prevent a more sophisticated treat
ment of such processes from being quantitatively useful. 
Furthermore, strong constraints have been placed on 
the magm~bubble system. Rectified diffusion is most 
effective in slightly supersaturated water-basalt systems 
with many small preexisting bubbles. The total poros
ity must be at least a few percent, and the radii of 
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Figure 6. A comparison of the stresses from static strain and rectified diffusion for cases where 
a simple model system was applicable. Elastic stress change is calculated from equation (33) 
a.nd plotted on the z axis. The minimum and maximum rectified diffusion pressures (AP) are 
calculated for each case at 1.3 x 102 MPa with a temperature of 1473 K for basalt and 1173 K 
for rhyolite. The results are plotted on the y a.xis. The range from maxi:mwn to minimum takes 
into account a range of o corresponding to a range in possible hard-rock strains as estimated in 
equation (31) . Since the results are most sensitive to the estimates of o and ro, these are the 
largest sources of error in the calculations, and therefore the range shown can be taken as a crude 
estimate of the error bars. Results above the dashed line indicate that IJ.P is larger than the 
static stress from the elastic model. Numbers correspond to the vent numbers in Table 2. 

individual bubbles are assumed to be on the order of 
microns. The bubbles must have existed in a quasi
steady state until a regional earthquake disturbed the 
system. Despite these limitations, it is clear that rec
tified diffusion provides a more viable mechanism for 
explaining these events than has been provided to date. 
Future studies may demonstrate other mechanisms to 
be even more effective than rectified diffusion. How
ever, it is important to realize that in a fluid system 
such as a magma chamber, a successful explanation of 
the observations requires incorporation of fluid dynam
ical mechanisms into seismological studies. This paper 
may be viewed as a case study of a particular mecha
nism that can provide a template for work to come. 
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